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After Hitler The Last Ten
It was 10.24pm on Saturday, May 10, 1941, as the beetle-browed German’s twin-engined Me-110 snarled over the coast, all but skimming the roofs of sleepy Bamburgh.
How the life, death and secrets of Hitler’s deputy still perplex 80 years after astonishing crash-landing in Scotland
TIME asked the Senior Historian at the National World War II Museum which myths he has spent the most time debunking ...
The Real Biggest Myths About World War II, According to a Military Historian
Curtain Call, the final episode of a series airing on Channel 5, footage and photos show the former Prime Minister enjoying himself with billionaire Aristotle Onassis (pictured).
How Churchill retired to enjoy glamorous lifestyle with the rich and famous in Monte Carlo
TREASURE hunters the world over are scrambling to uncover the secret locations believed to have been used by Nazi officers to hide stolen loot in the dying days of World War 2. From sunken ...
Inside global hunt for Hitler’s lost £20BILLION Nazi gold horde with sunken ships, hidden bunkers & a buried train
Almanacs are full of lists of global and national historic events. But “This Day in History” feature invites you to not just peruse a list, but to take a trip back in time to see how a significant ...
This day in history, May 1: President Barack Obama announces the death of Osama bin Laden
TREASURE hunters are hoping to dig up 48 crates of Hitler’s hidden gold worth nearly half a billion pounds at a Polish palace used by his SS henchmen as a brothel. The team will begin the ...
Treasure hunters plan to dig up 48 crates of Hitler’s gold worth half a billion hidden under Polish palace ‘brothel’
Were Nazis here, too? Living alongside me? Biding their time? I wasn’t one of the cool kids in my mostly white and Waspy town — rarely picked on, but even more rarely noticed at all. It had never ...
Opinion: What a columnist and the Nazis next door taught me about the meaning of journalism
The horrific bombings helped level some German intrastructure while also breaking morale by killing civilians and destroying housing.
Right or Wrong: Why the Fire Bombing of Dresden Is Still Debated Today
Life in Poland before and during the war is seen primarily through Stasia's eyes, who evokes her youth in an affluent family, largely assimilated into ...
Night Voices: Heard in the Shadow of Hitler and Stalin
Their son Fred Feldman, born during their flight from the Nazis, has published a book on his parents' journey called "The Story Keeper: Weaving the Threads of Time and Memory." The Kensington resident ...
‘Story of hope:’ Kensington man shares family story of survival during the Holocaust
Theologian Hans Küng, a key figure in the Second Vatican Council who later challenged church teaching on a host of issues and was banned from teaching other Catholic priests, died earlier this month.
Theologian banned by the pope dies
Planned Parenthood staff repeatedly spread misinformation and dehumanized preborn children to encourage would-be clients to have an abortion.
Planned Parenthood Can't Distance Itself from its Past | Opinion
Reina felt pain everywhere. After ten lashes she yelled out, ‘Mama!’. “Even though they were holding her, she began convulsing like a fish caught in a net. One of the Gestapo wrapped her ...
The Light Of Days unearths the story of the unsung heroines of Hitler's Warsaw Ghetto
On the evening of Wednesday, 3 February 1943, families in cities and towns across Nazi Germany were doing what they usually did after a hard day's ... to have been committed by the Hitler Youth ...
Conduct Unbecoming: The Story of the Murder of Canadian Prisoners of War in Normandy
The formative period of Hitler’s childhood and youth are covered perhaps too quickly – Chapter 3 (of 31) finds us already in the Great War (when Hitler was aged 25-29), and Chapter 10 ends ...
Adolf Hitler: The Definitive Biography (1976). John Toland
After the war, the Wehrmacht’s top generals ... Operation Barbarossa was Hitler’s first and last chance to destroy the Soviet Union. He failed, and in the process lost any prospect of winning ...
Jonathan Dimbleby: The inside story of the barbaric battle that really lost Hitler the war
Part warning, part fable, but all too true, this fresh and compelling account of Hitler ... Last Governor. He was the chairman of BBC Radio 4's weekly Any Questions? programme and presented ITV's ...
Barbarossa: How Hitler Lost the War
First, Reich Chancellor Adolf Hitler presented the fleet’s chief ... on the same day. The Tirpitz, the last battleship the Third Reich would build, was the sister ship to the Bismarck. But the Tirpitz ...
These Bombs Sunk Hitler's Last Super Battleship
The problem with that design, apparently, was that the adhesive tape strip looked a bit too much like the moustache of Adolf Hitler, which was noticed on social media. The new design is very ...
Amazon changes its app icon after 'Hitler' comparison
After a photoshoot, Nina steps out and Olive ... I actually, by trade, I work in PR and I have been for the last 10 years, mostly within the hospitality industry. So obviously that had a massive ...
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